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i.

introduction
Millions of Americans register to vote each year, and millions more update their registration information.1
Between 2006 and 2008, states received more than 60 million voter registration forms, most on paper.2 This
labor-intensive paper system swamps election officials, burdens taxpayers, and creates a risk for every voter that
human error—a misplaced form, a data entry slip—will bar her access to the ballot box.
A comprehensive national study found that registration problems kept up to three million people from voting in 2008.3 A paper-based system may be the best the 19th century had to offer, but it is out of step with
the higher-tech approach in other spheres of
American life, and the approach in other
democracies.4

Our paper-based voter registration
system may be the best the 19 th century
had to offer, but it is out of step with the
higher-tech approach in other spheres
of American life.

Fortunately, paper-based voter registration has
quietly begun to go the way of ticker tape. Now
at least seventeen states electronically transfer
voter registration data from Departments of
Motor Vehicles (DMV) to election authorities;
in some states, the process is entirely paperless;
in others, officials use paper forms solely to obtain some information, like signatures.5 Secure online voter
registration is now available in seven states, and is under development in at least five more.6 In the past two
years alone, eleven states have developed paperless systems, and many others have begun to consider reform.
This report is the first in-depth survey of these registration innovations—“automated” voter registration, in
which government offices like DMVs collect and transfer voter registrations electronically, and online voter
registration, in which citizens submit voter registration applications over the Internet. Based on documentary research and interviews with election officials in fifteen states, this report explains how paperless voter
registration works, reviews its development, and assesses its impact.
The bottom line: paperless voter registration yields substantial benefits for voters and governments alike.

key findings
1.

Paperless voter registration is cost-effective and saves states millions of dollars each year
•

It cost Arizona less than $130,000 and Washington just $279,000 to implement both online
voter registration and automated voter registration at DMVs.

•

Delaware’s paperless voter registration at DMVs saves election officials more than $200,000
annually on personnel costs, above the savings they reaped by partially automating the process in the mid-1990s. Officials anticipate further savings.
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•

2.

Online and automated DMV registrations saved Maricopa County, Arizona over $450,000 in
2008. The county spends 33¢ to manually process an electronic application, and an average of
3¢ using a partially automated review process, compared to 83¢ for a paper registration form.

Paperless voter registration is more accurate and reliable than paper forms

3.

•

Officials consistently confirm that paperless registrations produce fewer errors than paper
forms and reduce opportunities for fraud.

•

A 2009 survey of incomplete and incorrect registrations in Maricopa County, Arizona found
that electronic voter registrations are as much as five times less error-prone than their paperbased counterparts.

Paperless voter registration increases voter registration rates
•

DMV voter registrations have nearly doubled in Washington and Kansas, and increased by
even more in Rhode Island.

•

Seven times as many South Dakotans submitted voter registrations at DMVs after the state
implemented an automated system.

•

Registration rates among 18-24 year-old citizens rose from 28 to 53 percent after Arizona
introduced online and automated registration.

Given the clear benefits, it makes sense that more and more states have begun to adopt paperless registration. Although Congress is currently considering reforms along these lines,7 this paper focuses on state-based
reform efforts. An online appendix at http://www.brennancenter.org provides additional state-by-state information. In a field often subject to partisan bickering, it is noteworthy that state voter registration innovations have earned praise from Republicans and Democrats alike, as well as from election officials and agency
personnel. Paperless voter registration is the wave of the future.
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Ii.	how paperless voter registration works
A.

Automated Voter Registration

We define an “automated” voter registration system as one in which government offices, including DMV or
social service offices, collect and transfer voter registrations to election officials without using separate paper
forms. These offices enter registration data into their computers and transfer them electronically, in a format
that election officials can securely review and upload directly into their voter registration database systems.
Typically, the process takes place within a state’s secure internal network.
The federal “motor voter” law of 1993
requires a number of state agencies to
In a field often subject to partisan bickering,
accept voter registrations from their cus8
tomers. DMVs handle by far the greatit is noteworthy that state voter registration
est number, and it is there that at least
innovations have earned praise from Repubseven states—Arizona, Delaware, Florida,
licans and Democrats, as well as from elecKansas, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and
tion officials and agency personnel.
Washington—have fully automated their
voter registration process. These states
have not yet brought other agencies into
the automated fold, although Delaware is planning to do so in the near future.9 Ohio legislators are further
considering a system that would require both DMVs and public service agencies to register consenting customers automatically, an approach recently endorsed by the District of Columbia Board of Elections and a
bipartisan Governor’s Commission in Utah.10
In at least ten more states—Arkansas, California, Georgia, Kentucky, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina,
South Carolina, South Dakota, and Texas—DMV registrations are partially automated. Officials transmit
at least some information electronically, but have not completely eliminated separate forms or local data
entry.
This section provides an overview of how these systems work. Detailed descriptions of the automated process
in eleven states are included in the appendix to this report.

1. Full Automation at DMVs
First, the DMV Collects Voter Registration Information. In five of the seven states that use a fully automated system—Delaware, Florida, Kansas, Rhode Island, and Washington—a person who seeks a driver’s
license or photo I.D. card visits a DMV branch office, steps up to the counter, and answers a series of questions posed by a DMV employee. At some point the employee’s computer program prompts him to ask the
customer if she would like to register to vote. In at least one of these states, Rhode Island, the DMV transaction cannot proceed until the employee records the customer’s response.11
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If she does wish to register, the customer must affirm her eligibility and, where required, indicate her party
preference.12 In three states—Florida, Kansas, and Washington—she does so by answering additional questions posed by the interviewer. DMV employees in these states will not proceed with the registration process
if the customer provides an answer indicating she is not eligible to register.13 In Rhode Island and Delaware,
visitors use a stylus to answer eligibility questions presented on an electronic pad.14 Election officials in all
five states also require a signature for voter registrations. Customers in Delaware must provide a separate
signature on an electronic signature pad, but in the other four states elections officials simply use a copy of
the digitized signature that customers provide for their driver’s license or I.D. cards. 15
At least two of these states use a more simplified approach to collect updates for existing registrations. When
a registered voter is changing her address with the DMV in Delaware and Kansas, the interviewer will ask if
he should share the update with election officials, and the customer need only assent for the exchange to be
made.16 In contrast, DMVs in Rhode Island and Washington require customers to answer the same set of
questions about eligibility regardless of whether they are submitting new registrations or updating existing
ones.17
The registration process differs in Arizona and Pennsylvania, because people there do business with the DMV
a little differently. In Arizona, customers fill out paper application forms that include questions about voter
registration. DMV employees then enter the information from these forms into their computers.18 Customers at Pennsylvania DMVs enter their information at self-service computer terminals, using an application
program that also includes questions about voter registration.19 In both states a customer must affirm her
eligibility in order to submit a voter registration application.20
Second, the DMV Transmits Registration Information to Election Officials. In each state with full automation, once DMV records have been marked for voter registration, the DMV computer system will
automatically transmit information to election authorities. The transmission includes all the information
necessary for voter registration: name, age, address, and an identification number, as well as party affiliation
and a digitized signature, where required.

Illustration 1: How the Automated Process Works

Step 1:

Step 2:

DMV customers say they
wish to register to vote
and affirm their eligibility. Their information is
entered into the DMV
database system.

The state voter registration
database system collects
voter registration data from
the DMV’s system overnight and presents them to
local election officials for
review.
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Step 3:

Step 4:

Local election officials
review the new
registrations.

Valid registrations are
accepted and posted to
the voter rolls.

The process is similar in most states. In at least four states—Arizona, Kansas, Pennsylvania, and Washington—the DMV system posts registration data to a secure site or server at night.21 The state’s voter registration database system then retrieves the voter registration application records, sorts them by county or zip
code, and provides them to local election officials.22 Rhode Island’s system is the same, except that a private
vendor is responsible for retrieving applications from the DMV and loading them into the statewide voter
registration system.23 In contrast, Delaware transfers registrations from the DMV immediately, in real time,
through its mainframe network.24
Third, Election Officials Process the Registrations. Once they receive a registration application, election
officials in these seven states verify the address, confirm voter eligibility, assign a precinct, and perform a
duplicate check—that is, search the state’s voter rolls to determine whether the person who submitted the
application is already registered.
Local officials most often perform these tasks manually, one application at a time, with paper and paperless
registrations alike. In Rhode Island, however, the state’s voter registration system uses a street index to review
addresses automatically before it sends them to county offices.25 Washington’s statewide voter registration
system runs duplicate checks after counties accept an application.26 And in Maricopa County, Arizona, the
county computer system verifies addresses, assigns precincts, and searches for duplicates automatically.27
County officials in all three jurisdictions will manually review any irregular or inconclusive results.
Officials also attempt to verify each new applicant’s driver’s license number, or the last four digits of her Social Security number, if provided, through the DMV.28 In four states—Arizona, Florida, Pennsylvania, and
Washington—the statewide voter registration system automatically runs this verification check on all registrations before or immediately after counties accept them, even those sent by the DMV.29 Three states—Delaware, Kansas, and Rhode Island—verify Social Security numbers at the DMV during customer interviews,
and election officials will not run a separate verification check if the DMV has already found a match.30
In addition to the seven states described above, at least two other states are currently in the process of developing fully automated systems. Texas expects to have full automation in place by the end of May, and over
half of its DMV offices are already paperless.31 In Arkansas county election officials have received digitized
signatures from the DMV for years, and this summer will begin receiving full data transfers as well.32 And
in a growing number of states, legislators have further proposed to register all consenting DMV customers
automatically.33

2. Partial Automation at DMVs
At least ten states electronically transfer some data from DMVs to election officials, such as name, age, and
address, but at present do not fully meet our definition of an automated system. Those states are Arkansas,
California, Georgia, Kentucky, Michigan, New Jersey, North Carolina, South Carolina, South Dakota, and
Texas.
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Five of these states—California, Georgia, Kentucky, New Jersey, and South Carolina—send some registration
data electronically, but rely on paper forms to obtain and transfer signatures. In South Carolina, however, a
person who has registered through the DMV may vote a regular ballot even if county election officials have
not received her signature, provided she gives her signature at the polls and poll workers confirm with the
DMV that she attempted to register.34 South Dakota forwards everything electronically but does so in PDF
format, which county officials must then copy into their computer systems as they would a paper form.35
And in North Carolina, the DMV prints voter registration forms that are pre-populated with information
from its computer system. After customers sign and return the forms, officials scan them into image files and
electronically transmit them to election officials.36
Michigan employs a hybrid system. DMV officials forward all voter registration data electronically, but
they also print pre-populated voter registration forms for customers to sign and then mail these forms to
local election offices. If a voter’s paper form fails to reach local officials before an election, she may supply
a signature at the polls and still vote a regular ballot.37 Michigan’s system is also marked by an unparalleled
degree of cooperation between Elections and the DMV, in part because the agencies fall under the same state
authority.38 State law requires that people with DMV and voter registration records to use the same address
for both. And because DMV files indicate whether a customer is already registered to vote, interviewers are
usually able to avoid creating duplicative new registrations.39

Illustration 2: Distinguishing Automated Systems

Collecting Data
Has the DMV Eliminated Separate Forms for Voter Registration?

No

Yes

Applicants Fill Out a Single Form for the DMV and Voter
Registration and Sign Separate Signature Cards for Voter Registration

New Jersey

Interviewers Enter DMV and Voter Registration Data into Their
Computers and Print Pre-Populated Voter Registration Forms for
Applicants to Sign

Kentucky, Michigan,
North Carolina,
South Carolina

Applicants Fill Out a Single Form for the DMV and Voter
Registration

Arizona,
South Dakota

Interviewers Enter DMV and Voter Registration Data into Their
Computers; No Use of Paper

Delaware, Florida,
Kansas, Rhode Island,
Washington, Texas*

Applicants Use a Self-Service Computer Program to Enter DMV and
Voter Registration Data

Pennsylvania
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Transferring Data
When the DMV Electronically Transfers Voter Registration Data to Election Officials,
Does the DMV Include All Data
Elements?
State

No

Yes

Does the DMV Do So in
a Format That Uploads
Immediately into Registration
Databases?
No

Yes

Arizona

√

√

Delaware

√

√

Florida

√

√

Kansas

√

√

Kentucky

X
√

Michigan
New Jersey

√
√

X

√

North Carolina

√

√

Pennsylvania

√

√

Rhode Island

√

√

South Carolina

X

√

South Dakota

√

X

Texas*

√

√

Washington

√

√

* Texas is currently in the process of adopting an automated system. A minority of counties still
use paper forms, but officials expect that these will have transitioned to a paperless system by the
end of May 2010.

B. 	Online Voter Registration
We define an online registration system as one that allows individuals to submit a voter registration application over the Internet. Six states—Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, Oregon, and Washington—
currently have online systems in place for individuals who have a driver’s license or non-driver’s identification
card. At least five more states—California, Indiana, Nevada, North Carolina, and Utah—are developing
similar systems.
Delaware offers a different kind of online system, one that allows a person to submit most of an application online but also requires that she mail a signed voter registration form to election officials. However, a
Delaware resident who submits a registration online may still vote a regular ballot on Election Day even if
officials fail to receive her signature. After poll workers have called the county election office and confirmed
that the person submitted an online registration, she shows identification, signs a signature card, and casts a
regular ballot.40
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Internet-based voter registration begins with an online portal, a secure web-based application.41 The online
system receives data through the portal and transfers it to local election officials, typically after attaching a
digitized signature from the user’s DMV files. Ideally states would make this service available to all eligible
citizens, but currently only Delaware’s system is accessible to those without a driver’s license or state identification card.42 A bill introduced in the 111th Congress by Representative Zoe Lofgren would require all
states to make online registration available to all eligible citizens, providing a mechanism for states to attach
citizens’ signatures to the record if the state has those signatures on file.43

1. Online Registration Through DMVs
Arizona, Washington, Kansas, and Oregon have all adopted very similar online systems.44 First, a person
navigates to the online portal—accessible from the official website of state election authorities—and opens a
page on which she must check boxes to affirm that she is a U.S. citizen who is eligible to register to vote.
On a second page she enters her name, the number of her driver’s license or state identification card, and
possibly other identifying data such as her date of birth. In Arizona, Washington, and Oregon the online
system then checks this information against DMV records in real time.45 If it cannot find an exact match,
the system prevents the user from proceeding unless she re-enters her information correctly.46
If it finds a match, the online system prompts the user to enter any further information that is part of the
registration process, such as party preference, and allows her to supply a separate mailing addressing and
other optional data. On a final page she reviews the information she has entered, and can either return to
previous screens to make corrections, or click a button to submit the application.47 Once county officials
have accepted her submission she will receive a confirmation card in the mail, as with any registration.
After a user submits her application in Arizona, Washington, and Kansas, the online systems retrieve her
DMV signature and post the application to the same secure site or storage network used to hold DMV registrations. Online and DMV registrations alike are then retrieved by the statewide voter registration system,
forwarded to local officials, and reviewed in the same way.48 In contrast, Oregon does not have automated
DMV registration, and its online portal posts data directly to the statewide voter registration system. The
system then retrieves DMV signatures on a nightly basis and provides applications to county officials by
morning.49 As with the automated registration systems described above, states offer online portals as a means
of submitting information to county officials for review, not of directly modifying voter rolls.
Registered voters can also submit updates to their records online. In three states—Arizona, Kansas, and
Oregon—people submit both new registrations and updates through the same online portal. In Washington, voters who move within a county use a separate voter services website to update their addresses.50

2. Delaware’s Online System
Delaware residents can also access an online portal, but the process is a little different than in the four states
described above. After a user submits information through the online portal, the system forwards her data
to county officials in real time. It also instructs the user to print a copy of her application, sign it, and mail
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it to her county’s election office. As noted above, if the user does not mail a signed form, she can still vote
a regular ballot on Election Day if she shows identification and provides a signature at the polls, and poll
workers confirm that she submitted an online registration.51

iiI.	putting it in place
Virtually everywhere, election officials provided the impetus for paperless programs as part of their efforts
to achieve a more efficient and effective way of doing business.52 Some first sought authorization from their
state legislatures, where reform frequently enjoyed bipartisan support; for instance, online registration bills
unanimously passed the state Senates of Colorado, Indiana, Louisiana, and Utah.53
Some states began to implement automated registration as early as the 1990s, after the passage of the National Voter Registration Act of 1993. Arkansas, California, Delaware, Kentucky, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
South Carolina, and Washington all began electronically transmitting some registration data from DMV
offices in the mid- to late 1990s, though they continued to use paper forms as well. Arizona became the first
state to launch online registration in 2002. Elsewhere, however, automation projects were postponed by lack
of funding, technological infrastructure, or administrative coordination.54
The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) played a major role in removing some of these barriers. In
addition to providing federal funding to upgrade voter registration lists, HAVA required states to integrate
their local voter registration lists into a single statewide computerized registration system, and to develop
programs for using that system to attempt to verify registrations against DMV and Social Security Administration records.55
This created a foundation for data sharing between election officials and other state agencies, especially
DMVs, which substantially facilitated further reform efforts. As Washington Assistant Director of Elections
Katie Blinn said of online registration, “If you have a statewide database, you already have eighty-five percent
of it.”56
Once HAVA was implemented, automation and online registration started gaining traction nationwide.
Arizona introduced partial automation at the DMV, while Pennsylvania and Rhode Island developed full
automation, in 2005. North Carolina and South Dakota launched partially automated systems in 2006,
the same year Delaware developed its online system. Michigan began transmitting digitized signatures with
DMV registrations in 2007.
In 2008 Washington and Kansas introduced fully automated DMV voter registration, and Washington
adopted full online registration. Kansas also launched an online system in 2009. That same year five additional state legislatures approved online registration, and both Arizona and Delaware adopted fully paperless
systems of DMV voter registration. Oregon introduced online registration in March 2010, and was quickly
followed by Colorado and Louisiana.
None of the states we surveyed reported technical problems developing their systems. In the words of Kansas
State Election Director Brad Bryant, “it just wasn’t rocket science.”57
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A. 	Development Time
States have typically taken approximately one year to develop and implement paperless voter registration
systems. North Carolina developed a partially automated registration system at the DMV in approximately
one year, about the same time it took Delaware to build its online registration system, and to move from
partial to full automation at the DMV.58 South Dakota developed partial automation at the DMV over the
space of twelve to eighteen months, while Kansas developed a fully automated system at the DMV in about
a year and a half, and online registration in six to eight months.59 Oregon implemented online registration
in approximately seven months.60
The development process was slightly more complicated in Arizona and Washington. Arizona developed an
online portal in about six months, and automated registrations at the DMV in three to four months. But
officials initially forwarded paperless registrations to county offices in PDF form.61 It was only after they
implemented the new version of their statewide voter registration database in 2009 that most counties began
accepting direct data transfers—though Maricopa County, by far the state’s most populous county, had developed the capacity to receive these transfers as early as 2002.62

Illustration 3: Growing Adoption of Paperless Registration

1990s			

2002		

2005

• AZ launches online
registration.
•AR, CA, DE, KY, MI, PA,
SC & WA begin transmitting
some data from DMV offices
to election officials.

2006

2008

• MI DMV offices begin
sharing digitized signatures
with election officials.

• PA & RI introduce fully
automated voter registration at
the DMV.
• AZ implements partial
automation at the DMV.
• NC & SD adopt partial DMV
automation.
• FL adopts full DMV automation.
• DE develops online registration.
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2007

2009

2010

• DE & AZ develop full
DMV automation.
• KS launches online
registration.

• WA & KS introduce full
automation at the DMV.
• WA launches online
registration.
• AR & TX develop full DMV automation.
• CO, IN, LA, OR & UT introduce online
registration.
• CA, NC & NV developing online
registration.
• Paperless registration reforms considered in
OH, CO, WI, and elsewhere.

Developing the capacity to make direct state-to-county transfers was also a separate project in Washington,
which uses a “bottom-up” voter registration database system—one that links independent county databases,
whereas most states have a single unified system. Washington officials spent about six to eight months developing the capacity to collect and process online and automated DMV registrations at the state level. Work
on expanding the state-to-county transfer process began at the same time, but required several months of
additional work.63

B. 	Costs
Start-up costs have typically been modest, though they have sometimes varied. It cost Arizona $130,000
to develop both automated and online registration.64 Election officials there benefited from favorable circumstances: they were able to build online voter registration into an existing DMV site, and then to build
automated DMV voter registration into the online system.65
Costs were not much greater in other states. Washington spent approximately $170,000 on state-level
work to develop both automated and online registration and $109,000 on county-level work, for a total
of $279,000.66 Oregon spent about $200,000 developing online voter registration.67 And Kansas officials
developed a fully paperless system using existing staff and infrastructure, without any separate appropriations
or use of federal HAVA funds.68
Kansas was fortunate in that it was able to tie some of its work to HAVA implementation.69 Rhode Island
did as well when it adopted full automation, and spent a total of $70,000 for separate work at DMV offices.70
In South Dakota, partial DMV automation cost $60,000.71
Two states—North Carolina and Delaware—pursued distinctive approaches to automation that involved
significant hardware expenses. Delaware’s system, which involves greater integration of DMV and voter
databases, and special electronic signature pads at each DMV terminal, cost $600,000 in federal HAVA
funds.72 North Carolina, which scans paper registration forms for electronic transmission, spent $250,000
on hardware.73
Paperless programs have also proven inexpensive to maintain. In Arizona, where online and automated
DMV registration account for over 70 percent of all registrations, officials estimate that these programs cost
a total of at most $125,000 annually for operation and upkeep.74 In contrast, a recent study by the Pew
Center on the States found that in 2008, when Oregon’s registration system was entirely paper-based, the
state spent $200,000 simply for printing voter registration forms, and another $78,000 for providing voter
registration at DMV offices.75 All told the state government spent $2.3 million on voter registration in 2008;
but the system’s total cost, including data entry labor costs at the county level, was nearly $9 million.76 And
it is at the county level that officials have realized their greatest savings from paperless registration, as further
detailed below.
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iV.	positive outcomes from paperless voter registration
A.

Cost Efficiency

Unlike paper applications, online and automated DMV voter registrations do not require data entry by election officials, are virtually never incomplete, are not marred by illegibility, and are at least partially verified
before they reach election officials. In every state in which we conducted extended interviews, officials found
the result to be a faster and more efficient registration process.
In Maricopa County, Arizona, election officials save 50¢ on data entry with every registration they receive
electronically.77 County officials have realized further efficiencies by automating most of their review process, so that only the 10 percent of paperless registrations that cannot be automatically verified now requires
manual review.78 This saves a further 30¢ on average; county officials estimate they spend an average of only
3¢ to process an electronic transaction compared to 83¢ for a paper form, thereby saving over $370,000 in
2008.79 And with the dramatically reduced cost of printing and handling paper forms, total savings were
well over $450,000.80

Illustration 4: Savings Breakdown for Maricopa County, Arizona, in 2008

Lowering Printing Costs
13%
$60,000

Eliminating One Position for Scanning
Paper Signatures
Eliminating One Position for Scanning Paper Signatures
8%
$36,000
Lowering Printing Costs

Automating Routine Review
Reducing Errors and Data Entry

Automating
Routine Review
30%
$139,000

Eliminating Data Entry
and Reducing Errors
49%
$230,000

In both Kansas and Washington, local election officials have similarly estimated that they can process electronic registrations in half the time or less than they can process a paper form.81 As a result, officials in four
Washington counties reported in a recent study that they save “anywhere from $.50 to $2.00” on each registration they receive electronically; to put this in perspective, officials processed over 300,000 new online and
DMV registrations in 2008.82 The Washington Secretary of State’s office in turn saved $126,000 in 2008 due
to online and automated DMV registration.83 Full automation at the DMV has also allowed Delaware to
eliminate five vacant positions in its state and county election offices, for an annual savings of $200,000.84
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Illustration 5: Savings from Paperless Registration
Jurisdiction

Savings

Maricopa County, Arizona

Over $450,000 in 2008

Delaware

Over $200,000 in 2009, beyond prior
savings from partial automation

Washington

$126,000 in 2008 in the Secretary of
State’s office; more in the counties

Election officials have not been the only beneficiaries. At DMV offices, automation has relieved officials of
the burden—and the expense—of sorting, packaging, and mailing voter registration forms. In Delaware,
DMV officials now spend an average of 30 seconds collecting voter registrations compared to 90 seconds in
the past.85
Voters too save something: the price of a stamp. Trifling as that may seem, Washington Election Information Services Manager David Motz estimated that if everyone who used his state’s online system in 2008 had
mailed forms instead, the cost of the postage would have been nearly $90,000.86

B. 	Accuracy
Election officials consistently reported electronic voter registrations to be less error-prone than paper forms.87
Craig Stender, HAVA Program Manager for the Arizona Secretary of State, reports that his office received
“far, far fewer calls” about registration problems in 2008 than it has in past presidential election years. And
Chris Nelson, the Secretary of State of South Dakota, believes that automated DMV registration has helped
reduce the number of provisional ballots cast in his state.88
A survey from Maricopa County helps put these reports in perspective. On August 17, 2009, county officials
examined all applications then “on suspense,” which they define as those with incomplete, inaccurate, or illegible information, and for which they were seeking further input.89 They found that paper applications,
which made up only 15.5 percent of all registrations they had received up to that time in 2009, accounted
for over half of these “suspended” records—showing that paper-based forms are as much as five times more
likely to introduce errors into the registration process, as compared to paperless registration.90
Paperless registration also helps to keep the voter rolls more accurate by making it easier for voters to update
their information. Currently voters often do not update their registration records promptly, or at all, and this
is a source of endless complication. Election officials must routinely engage in voter roll purges and other
efforts to clear outdated “deadwood” from their lists, a time-consuming process that often risks wrongly
disenfranchising voters.91 Old information also leads to greater use of provisional ballots, which can become
a flashpoint for controversy and litigation.92
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Illustration 6: Disproportionate Error Rates: Paper Registrations
in Maricopa County, Arizona, August 2009
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Reliability

The state officials we interviewed have found their paperless voter registration systems to be highly reliable.
None reported any security problems, or any significant technical problems, with automation at the DMV.93
And there were almost no detected instances in which a paperless registration keyed in at the DMV failed
to reach local election officials.94 To the contrary, officials in three states noted that DMV offices now send
fewer applications to the wrong county office.95 And several officials reported that automation has reduced
the number of people who try to vote on Election Day but are informed that their names are not on the
voter rolls and thus that they cannot cast a regular ballot, despite claims that they registered to vote at the
DMV.96
There were similarly no discovered data transfer or security problems with online registration, and only two
instances in which an online portal was unexpectedly placed out of service for more than a few hours.97
Washington’s change-of-address program was down for eight weeks in the early summer of 2008, after work
to update the program inadvertently destabilized it; according to Voting System Specialist Patty Murphy,
officials could not immediately address the issue because of other election-year priorities.98 Also in 2008,
Arizona’s online portal was unavailable for part of the day before a registration deadline due to problems in a
third party network at the DMV that day, though over 16,000 people were still able to use the online system
once service was restored.99
Technical difficulties simply did not emerge as a source of concern in our interviews; instead, officials repeatedly observed how paperless procedures ensure that registrations reach county officials in a timely and regular
fashion. Moreover, paperless transactions leave a data trail that election officials can trace if the need arises,
such as when voters claim that a submission was lost, or when officials must verify a person’s eligibility to
have their provisional ballot counted.100
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D. 	Effects on Voter Registration
1. Automated Voter Registration at DMVs
Four of the seven states we examined with full automation have reported striking growth in the number of
voter registration transactions they receive from the DMV. In Washington and Kansas, which fully automated their systems in 2008, the number of DMV registrations received in 2009 was nearly double that of
2007.101 Rhode Island recorded even larger growth: it automated in August 2005, and recorded a total of
10,870 DMV registrations that year compared to 26,043 registrations in 2006.102 In Arizona, at least 9.8
percent of the citizen voting-age population registered or made updates through the DMV in 2007-2008,
compared to 5.1 percent in 1999-2000, before the system was automated.103
Three states—Florida, Delaware, and
Four of the seven states we examined with
Pennsylvania—have shown little growth
since automating. Our knowledge of Florfull automation have reported striking
ida’s system is limited. But it is notable
growth in the number of voter registration
that both Delaware and Pennsylvania partransactions they receive from the DMV.
tially automated their DMV systems in the
1990s, and are two of the three states with
the highest rates of DMV registration in the country. The third is Michigan, which boasts one of the oldest
“motor voter” programs in the nation, and which also began making data transfers in the 1990s.104
South Dakota, which, of all the states we examined, recorded the lowest rate of DMV registration before
adopting partial automation, has seen the highest growth since. Its reported DMV registrations grew in
number from 5,670 in 2003-04 to 39,371 in 2007-08, figures equal to 0.84 percent and 6.85 percent of the
state’s voting-age citizen population, respectively.105 This is a growth of seven or eight-fold, depending on
the measure.
It should be noted that automation creates a system that is not only more reliable, but also more reliably
understood. Whereas paper forms might be incorrectly tallied and reported, most officials can easily track
the exact number of electronic forms they receive. Thus, some increases in a state’s reported numbers might
simply reflect more accurate reporting. The effect of this correction should not be exaggerated, however.
Washington, where the Secretary of State’s office received electronic transfers and centrally tracked DMV
registration numbers both before and after full automation, is also among the states that have recorded large
increases.106
Washington is noteworthy for another reason as well. Both there and in Rhode Island, DMV officials had
already expedited the voter registration process prior to full automation by printing pre-populated forms for
interested customers.107 Yet registration rates still increased significantly in both states after they removed
paper from the process entirely.108
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Illustration 7: DMV Registration Rates Before and After Automation

as % of CVAP

DMV Registration

The charts below illustrate the proportion of voter registrations that states received from their DMV offices
before and after adopting automation, either in full or in part. Some of these states differ dramatically in both
the absolute size of their population and in their rate of growth. In order to best illustrate relative shifts in
the importance of DMV as a source of voter registrations, we present DMV voter registrations received each
year as a percentage of a state’s total population of voting-age citizens.
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Arizona adopted online voter registration in
2002, followed by partial automation at its
DMVs in 2005 and full automation 2009-10.
By 2008, even as record numbers of voters were
registering online, the proportion who registered
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DMV offices in Kansas provided visitors with
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its DMV offices for over 30 years. Local election
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1998, and started receiving digitized signatures
in 2007.
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2. Online Voter Registration
Voters quickly embraced online voter registration in both Arizona and Washington, where online systems accounted for approximately 25 percent of all registrations in their first year.117 Use of Arizona’s online system
has increased over time, reaching 39 percent of all registrations in 2008.118 And interest continues to grow:
in April, Project Vote announced that it will soon release an application allowing people to make submissions
to online registration portals using smart phones and other mobile devices.119
Kansas introduced its online voter registration system less than a year ago, in the middle of a year with no
regular elections, and to date its online portal has drawn few users.120 Use of the online system has also been
relatively low in Delaware, although it jumped significantly in 2008.121 In Oregon, where midterm elections
are on the horizon, the new online portal
drew nearly 1100 submissions in its first
week.122
Younger adults particularly favor online

registration. 18-24 year olds, who register to
vote at substantially lower rates than older
groups, accounted for nearly a third of all
online transactions in Washington in 2008.

Overall, a recent academic study sponsored by the Pew Center on the States
found that residents of Arizona and
Washington hold a highly favorable view
of online registration—especially if they
have personally used it.123 In Washington, where polling was conducted during the online system’s first year, nearly 70 percent of people who had
used the system reported that it was “very easy” to do so.124 And a full 95 percent agreed with the statement,
“if I had a son or daughter turning 18, I would encourage them to register to vote online.”125
Indeed, younger adults particularly favor online registration. Citizens aged 18-34, a group that accounts for
25 percent of registered voters nationwide, have submitted 36 percent of all online registration updates in
Maricopa County, Arizona.126 More striking still, 18-24 year-olds, who register to vote at substantially lower
rates than older groups, accounted for nearly a third of all online transactions in Washington in 2008.127
While it is difficult to disaggregate the impact of any single influence on total registration rates, this may help
explain a steady rise in registration among 18-24 year-old- Arizonans, from 28.7 percent in 2000 to 47.8
percent in 2004, and 52.7 percent in 2008.128
In Arizona, polling for the Pew-sponsored study also indicates that minorities are particularly likely to use
online registration.129 Researchers also found that neither of the two major parties enjoyed a marked advantage from online registration, a finding which is further supported by data from Maricopa County.130
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Illustration 8: Growing Use of Paperless Registration in Arizona131
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V.

conclusion
Paperless registration has spread rapidly over the past few years. In states across the country, and with little
fanfare, government officials and policy makers have identified a better way to serve the public and acted
together to pursue it. The results have been uniformly positive in a wide range of different states—large and
small, red and blue—with different infrastructures. And they indicate that automated systems in all voter
registration agencies nationwide and broadly accessible online voter registration will save money, increase the
accuracy of voter rolls, and reduce barriers to voting.
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incomplete for 2007-08. 2007-08 NVRA Report, supra note 2, at 41. Unfortunately the totals from the 200304 and 2005-06 NVRA Reports cannot be used for comparisons, as the state included online registrations in its
DMV registration tallies for these years. It ceased doing so in 2007-08, when the NVRA Report survey included
for the first time a separate category for online applications. E-mail from Tammy Patrick, Federal Compliance
Officer, Maricopa County Elections Dep’t (Dec. 22, 2009); Craig Stender Dec. 24, supra note 61.
104 See the Election Assistance Commission’s NVRA Reports, available at http://www.eac.gov/program-areas/research-resources-and-reports/completed-research-and-reports/national-voter-registration-act-studies; the page
includes a link to older NVRA Reports compiled by the Federal Election Commission. The reports appear to
show a jump in DMV registrations in both Michigan and Pennsylvania beginning in 2005-06, but we have confirmed that this is almost certainly due to the fact that around this time both states began electronically tracking
these numbers, rather than depending on manual tallies by local officials as they had in the past. Telephone Interview with Brad Wittman, Election Liaison Div. Dir., Bureau of Election, Mich. Dep’t of State (Mar. 5, 2010);
Lindsey Hock et al., supra note 22.
105 U.S. Election Assistance Comm’n, the Impact of the national Voter Registration Act on the Administration of Elections for Federal Office 2003-04 25, Table 2; 2007-08 NVRA Report, supra note 2, at
38-9.
106 Wash. Voter Registration Statistics, supra note 82. Before adopting full automation, DMV offices both
transmitted registration data and mailed all paper registration forms to the Secretary of State’s office, which maintained weekly tallies of the number of forms received. E-mails from David Motz (Oct. 16 & Nov. 30, 2009).
107 Telephone Interview with Janet Ruggiero, supra note 14; Telephone Interview with Michael Bethany, supra note
12. Mr. Bethany noted that printers are not always numerous in DMV offices, not always centrally located, and,
as printers will, sometimes break. This meant that printing and retrieving registration forms could take time,
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Id. Delaware also used pre-populated forms until 2009, and officials there noted the same problems. Elaine
Manlove et al., supra note 9.
108 Efforts to better accommodate customers may pay off in other ways as well. Delaware has seen a significant increase in the number of changes of party affiliation made through DMV, and officials believe “this is because the
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114 R.I. Sec’y of State, supra note 102; U.S. Census Bureau, supra note 110; U.S. Census Bureau, supra note
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121 In New Castle County, home to the majority of Delaware residents, officials received one in every 10 registrations through the online system in 2008. See New Castle County Dep’t of Elections, 2008 Voter Registration Report 6 (Feb. 2009), available at http://electionsncc.delaware.gov/vr/reports/vr_rpt08.pdf.
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123 In both Arizona and Washington, approximately two-thirds of all respondents agreed that “If I moved to a new
address within the state and had to change my address, I would update my address online.” See Matt A. Barreto et al., supra note 82, at 19, 44.
124 Id. at 28. Another 20 percent considered it “somewhat easy.”
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help increase the efficiency of government,” while 97.5 percent agreed that it was more convenient than using
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